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system	specifications	 AJ-3600/AJ-3800

Speed	 up	to	36,000	pieces	per	hr.

Print quality	 from	150	to	600	dpi

Print area	 2.5“	x	15“	w/	9“	vertical	range

Material size	 length	(5“	to	15“),	width	(3“	to	13.5“)

Material thickness	 up	to	3/8“

Dimensions	 11.5“	(H)	x	19.56“	(L)	x	20“	(W)

Weight	 69	lbs.

Print technology	 HP45A	Inkjet

CommerCIal fp-usa.com

Print addresses, attention lines, postal barcodes, return addresses, and permit indicia - this complete selection provides the 
flexibility you need to cost-effectively boost productivity and enhance image quality. These systems are fully capable of printing IMB 
barcodes, which allows for lower postal rates, faster delivery, and so much more. With lightening speed, impressive versatility, 
intelligent design, and ease of use, these addressing systems help you get it all done.

SPeCIal FeaTUreS
▶ 3“ or 4“ of printing in one pass

▶ Parallel and high-speed USB 2.0 port 
▶ Optional left-to-right or right-to-left operation,  

 stand, conveyor/stacker, and feeders
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140 N. Mitchell Ct., Suite 200
Addison, IL 60101-5629
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addressing systems

FP aJ-3600 and FP aJ-3800
These inline vacuum printers handle 3“ or 4“ of print in one pass. The six-

head FP AJ-3600 with 3“ print area, and eight-head FP AJ-3800 with 4“ 

print area, easily handle up to 3/8“ thickness at up to 36,000 pieces per 

hour. These solid steel construction printers are available without the feeder 

for use off-line with folder, inserters, and other mailing equipment, or with 

friction or vacuum shuttle feeder.

system	specifications	 iB-9000

Speed	 up	to	36,000	pieces	per	hr.

Print quality	 from	150	to	600	dpi

Print area	 3“	or	4“	x	17“

Material size	 length	(3“	to	15“),	width	(5“	to	17“)

Material thickness	 20	lb.	bond	up	to	1-1/4“

Dimensions	 11“	(H)	x	28“	(L)	x	14“	(W)

Weight	 55	lbs.

Print technology	 HP45A	Inkjet

FP IB-9000
The FP IB-9000 imager series offers either 6 or 8 heads of printing power, 

handling 20 lb. bond up to  1-1/4“ thickness and 3“ or 4“ of print area in one 

pass, at up to 36,000 pieces per hour. This compact modular printer can be 

easily installed on Kirk Rudy, Scitex, Buskro, Videojet, Prism, and similar bases.  

Accommodates after-market bulk ink systems for long runs.

SPeCIal FeaTUreS
▶ 3“ or 4“ of printing in one pass

▶ 600 x 600 dpi resolution 
▶ Parallel and high-speed USB 2.0 port

▶ Can be used off-line with folders, inserters, and

 other mailing machines or with Astro‘s friction or

 vacuum shuttle feeder

▶ Compatible with after-market bulk ink systemsInkjet
Technology by


